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ABSTRACT 

Tearing modes are shown to be responsible for most of the experimentally 
observed macroscopic behavior of tokamak discharges. The effects of these 
collective magnetic perturbations on magnetic topology and plasma transport 
in tokamaks are shown to provide plausible explanations for: internal 
disruptions (m/n = 1); Mirnov oscillations (m/n = 2,3,...); and major dis-
ruptions (coupling of 2/1-3/2 modes). The nonlinear evolution of the 
tearing modes is followed with fully three-dimensional computer codes. The 
effects on plasma confinement of the magnetic islands or stochastic field 
lines induced by the macroscopic tearing modes are discussed and compared 
with experiment. Finally, microscopic magnetic perturbations are shown to 
provide a natural model for the microscopic anomalous transport processes 
in tokamaks. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

It is becoming increasingly clear that collective, helically resonant mag-
netic perturbations that produce field line breaking and thereby magnetic islands 
play a dominant role in the anomalous transport processes of internal disruptions, 
Mirnotf oscillations, major disruptions, and anomalouselectron heat conduction in 
present tokamak experiments. Even very small (e.g., Bq/B ^ 10-lf) magnetic per-
turbations can have significant effects on the magnetic topology and plasma trans-
port because plasma transport is many orders of magnitude more rapid along 
magnetic field lines than across them. We first discuss generally in Section 2 
the mechanisms by which magnetic perturbations arise, reconnect magnetic field 
lines to form magnetic islands, nonlinearly evolve, and ultimately affect plasma 
transport. Next, in Section 3 we discuss our nonlinear investigations of the 
macroscopic tearing instabilities made possible by development of single and 
multiple helicity resistive MHD computer codes. These macroscopic modes are 
considered from the lowest mode number upward, with emphasis on the nonlinear 
consequences of the modes and the increasingly detailed and favorable comparisons 
with tokamak experiments. In Section 4 we consider the (microscopic) high mode 
number finite 3 drift-Alfv6n modes and their possible effect on transport in 
tokamaks. In Section 5 we summarize these investigations through the synthesis 
of a model of tokamak discharge behavior in terms of the effects of magnetic 
perturbations. 

2. MAGNETIC ISLAND FORMATION AND EFFECTS IN TOKAMAKS 

2.1 Magnetic Topology 

Plasma equilibrium, stability, and confinement in a tokamak are provided by 
the rotational transform in the magnetic field induced by the toroidal current. 
In an axisymmetric tokamak the rotational transform produces toroidal magnetic 
flux surfaces whose cross sections are topologically nested circles. This 
simple magnetic topology can be destroyed by helically resonant, nonaxisymmetric 
magnetic perturbations. In the ideal MHD model, the Ohm's law E + V x B_ = 0 
requires that the plasma move with the magnetic field; thus, it has been gener-
ally believed [1] that ideal MHD instabilities cannot change the topology of the 
flux surfaces. In real plasmas such as those confined in tokamaks, finite 
plasma resistivity and other irreversible kinetic effects admit collective mag-
netic perturbations that can "break" or reconnect magnetic field lines and 
thereby allow magnetic islands to form. The magnetic flux surfaces produced by 
a magnetic perturbation of given poloidal (m) and toroidal (n) mode number (i.e., 
a single helicity) can be simply computed in a long, straight, periodic cylinder 
model of a tokamak plasma. Namely, with the helical angle variable n = nz/Rg -
m0 and all quantities constant^in the helical (i.e., ignorable coordinate) direc-
tion h = in x r = [ z + (nr /mRQ)6] /a, the magnetic field can be written as 

! = Bh!l + !i x IK > CD 

where a = 1 + (nr/mRg)2, with Rq being the major radius. The h x V ^ part is 
the "auxiliary" magnetic field B^ first introduced by Kadomtsev and Pogutse 
[2,3]. In terms of a cylindrical coordinate system the magnetic field compo-
nents in the helical coordinate system are: 6 ^ = 8 2 + (nr/mRo)Bg, Br = 
(m/r)Si^/Sn, Bri = -3iJ>*/9r^= -Bq + (nr/mRo)Bz. Here £ comprises both the equil-
ibrium and perturbation (B) magnetic fields, with the dominant perturbation 
being in B r since the equilibrium has no such component. Further, 1})* is a 
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(helical) magnetic flux function in whose contours the magnetic field lines 
lie. As illustrated in Fig. 1, magnetic islands of width w ^ ip/2 ^ B ^ 2 form in 
the vicinity of a rational surface (rs) at which the flux function is extremal 
and hence most sensitive in the absence (n = IT/2) of a magnetic perturbation. 

2.2 Nonlinear Evolution 

The nonlinear evolution of magnetic perturbations is complicated by the con-
comitant changes in magnetic topology and consequent modifications of plasma 
profiles. A single helicity magnetic perturbation produces a magnetic island of 
finite width. A number of things can happen as the magnetic perturbation grows 
due to a plasma instability. First, the (resistive) external flows induced by 
the growing island can cause the island growth to be reduced from exponential 
to only linear [4]. When only a single helicity mode is present the mode can 
saturate due to its quasilinear modification of the current profile [5], e . g . , 
as in m = 2 tearing modes leading to Mirnov oscillations [6]. If two or more 
modes with incommensurate helicities are initially unstable, and when the ampli-
tudes of the magnetic perturbations involved become laTge enough, there is 
another very important process that occurs—field lines stochastization. Roughly 
speaking, as shown in Fig. 2, if the magnetic islands produced by magnetic 
perturbations of different helicities overlap, then the magnetic field lines 
become stochastic [7] in the region encompassed by the two or more original 
magnetic islands, i.e., there are no well formed magnetic flux surfaces in 
this region. In the nonlinear evolution process the onset of significant field 
line stochastization has been found in the disruptive instability model [8] in 
Section 3 to be characterized by an explosive transfer of energy via mode coupling 
from the dominantly growing mode or modes into other modes of incommensurate 
helicity. 

2.3 Effects on Plasma Transport 

Since plasma transport is many orders of magnitude more rapid along magnetic 
field lines than perpendicular to them, we expect most plasma properties to be 
constant along magnetic field lines. Thus, for a single magnetic island or a 
discrete set of well separated magnetic islands, the plasma temperature and 
other plasma parameters should be nearly constant along helical flux contours 
such as those shown in Fig. 1. Microscopic plasma transport is not directly 
enhanced by the presence of a magnetic island; rather, because flux surfaces on 
opposite sides of an island nearly touch at the x points of the separatrix, the 
island just provides a transport "short circuit" over the physical region encom-
passed by the island. When magnetic islands of different helicity overlap to 
such an extent that the magnetic field lines become stochastic, plasma transport 
becomes considerably more complex. To the extent that a particular plasma 
property can be aware of the stochastization of the magnetic field lines (e.g., 
by propagation at the finite thermal speed), that plasma property will presumably 
be transported rapidly through the region of stochasticity. Since for roughly 
equal electron and ion temperatures the electron thermal speed is /mi/me ^ 40 
times greater than the ion thermal speed, the electron temperature profile is 
most quickly flattened when the field lines become stochastic. Runaway elec-
trons, at least for low energies such that their radial drift orbit excursions 
are small, follow the magnetic field lines directly [9] whether they have a 
magnetic island or stochastic character. 
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3. TEARING MODES AND THEIR EFFECTS IN TOKAMAKS 

3.1 Resistive MHD Models 

A cylindrical model of the macroscopic tearing modes [10] in which the 
plasma pressure is ignored (8 S e 2 [11]) will be sufficient for our primarily 
nonlinear investigations. IVe begin from the resistive fluid equations and 
make the usual assumptions [2] that: 1) the coupling to compressional Alfvgn 
modes, which keeps the radial component of the force balance in equilibrium 
(i.e., 7p = J x B), can be neglected and hence the toroidal magnetic field B z 
is unchanged by the tearing modes; and 2) the macroscopic flow velocity along 
the z direction is negligibly small. Then, the components of both the magnetic 
field and fluid flow velocities in the plane perpendicular to the z direction 
can be represented in terms of stream functions and the resistive fluid equa-
tions can be reduced in dimensionless form to [12,13] 

— + V4f - T ^ - — 

f + XL • vu = -S^ 
3J 

X 7J c) + 

(2) 

with J z = vfv, V, = Vt> x i, and U = vf$>. Here, t, = z/27tRq is a normalized longi-
tudinal cylindrical coordinate that represents the toroidal angle coordinate. 
The perpendicular magnetic field is given in terms of the poloidal flux function 
4> by the relation B^ = eBzV¥ x where e = a/Rg, with a being the minor radius 
of the torus. Since for our model Bz is independent of the helical flux 
function defined in Eq. (1) is related to the poloidal flux function ¥ by 
= -(a2Bz/R0)4' - (n/2mR0)(r2 - a2)Bz. The helical flux function ip* is most con-
venient for single helicity cases; is used for multiple helicity cases. In 
Eq. (2) the 1 subscript means perpendicular to the unit vector along z; V^ , 
ri|| , J^, and U are the velocity perpendicular to parallel plasma resistiv-
ity, toroidal current density, velocity stream function, and r, component of the 
fluid vorticity, respectively. Equations (2) are in dimensionless form: the 
time is normalized to the resistive skin time, t r = a2uo/no where tiq is the 
resistivity at r = 0. The quantity S = TR/THp> where T^p is the poloidal Alfven 
time Rq(v"opo} / b z i n wllich Pq is the (constant) mass density. The parameter S 
ranges from less than 10^ for small (a < 10 cm), relatively cold (Te < 100 eV) 
tokamak plasmas up to about 107 in PLT (a ^ 40 cm, T e ^ 1 keV). The fact that 
this parameter is very large causes the greatest complication in the numerical 
solution of Eqs. (2) and necessitates the use of a very fine radial grid in the 
vicinity of a rational surface as well as an implicit time step scheme to make 
the problem tractable in a reasonable amount of computer time. 

While analytic solutions of the linearized forms of Eqs. (2) can be derived 
in slab geometry [10], numerical solutions are required for studying the linear 
growth phase of modes extending over the entire cylindrical radius of the plasma 
and certainly for studying the nonlinear behavior. The computer codes currently 
being used at ORNL [5,12,14,15] to investigate tearing modes are listed in Table 
I. A recent computational accomplishment of major significance has been the 
development of the Fourier transform (or series) code RSF, in which the finite 
differencing in 0, c has been replaced by Fourier series representations in these 
periodic coordinates. RSF requires significantly fewer representation points 
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than the MASS code (finite difference) for the same degree of convergence and 
thus runs about 100 times faster. Consequently RSF is capable of treating much 
larger values of S than MASS in a reasonable amount of computer time. In addi-
tion to these linear and nonlinear codes for analyzing tearing modes, we have 
developed a code which follows magnetic field lines in the presence of the f nux 
functions computed from Eqs. (2) and obtains results such as those illustrat d 
in Fig. 2. 

3.2 m/n = 1 (Internal Disruptions) 

The m = 1 tearing mode is the dynamic mechanism which causes the abrupt 
drop phase in internal disruptions or sawtooth oscillations [16]. The mode 
begins to grow whenever q drops below unity at the plasma center, thereby induc-
ing shear at the q = 1 surface rs. Single helicity numerical calculations [14] 
have shown that the mode continues to grow until the magnetic topology flips 
[3,17]; the magnetic island it produces becomes so large that the magnetic axis 
of the island moves toward the geometric center of the plasma and thereby trans-
forms the magnetic topology of the central core from the original one centered 
about the central magnetic axis to one centered about the magnetic island 
center (which, however, is at that point near the geometric center of the plasma). 
While the 2/2 and 3/3 modes are usually linearly unstable as well and the mode 
coupling effects prevent stabilization at a narrow island width, the basic 
nonlinear stabilization mechanism is a quasilinear one—because the mode becomes 
stable after reconnection into the final state. 

Since the m = 1 tearing mode growth rate is much faster than the ohmic heat-
ing rate, the electron temperature is equilibrated along all of the reconnecting 
magnetic field lines and hence is flattened within the induced m/n = 1 magnetic 
island. Ultimately, the region over which the electron temperature flattens 
extends, from flux conservation considerations [3], out to t q ^ Thus, 
immediately after the internal disruption, the temperature profile is flat 
within the radius t q . Thereafter, on a much slower time scale, the combination 
of ohmic heating and radial electron heat transport reheats the plasma center 
back toward the centrally peaked electron temperature and current density pro-
files. An analytic model of internal disruptions [18,19], which is based on 
the cyclic process [20,21] in which the plasma core resistively overheats and 
drives q below unity, causing the m = 1 tearing mode to become unstable with an 
accelerating growth rate and ultimately to flatten the electron temperature pro-
file as magnetic reconnection occurs, has been developed. It has been exten-
sively and quite favorably compared with ORMAK data on the space-time evolution 
of internal disruptions and their m = 1 precursors [18,19], 

Because internal disruptions abruptly change the electron temperature pro-
file to a nonequilibrium state, they provide a valuable tool for experimentally 
examining the electron heat transport process. By following the space-time 
evolution of the electron temperature profile outside rQ, it has been shown 
[19,22] from ORMAK data that the anomalous electron heat transport process 
governing heat transport between internal disruptions is a diffusive process on 
scale lengths less than about 2 cm and that [19,22] the electron heat conduction 
coefficient governing this diffusive process is, to within experimental error, 
the same as that governing electron heat transport in the background plasma. 
Similar results and conclusions have been obtained from Alcator data [23].' 
Thus, internal disruptions affect plasma transport only through the changes in 
magnetic topology and whatever causes the anomalous electron heat transport in 
tokamaks must be microscopic (i.e., <1-2 cm in scale length) in origin. 
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3.3 m/n = 2 CMirnov Oscillations) 

An elementary quasilinear tearing mode theory in cylindrical geometry [5] 
accurately gives the amplitude of the m = 2 poloidal magnetic field fluctuations 
CMirnov oscillations [25]) at the tokamak limiter [6]. The input required is 
the electron temperature radial profile, from which the current density and 
corresponding safety factor profile can be inferred. The saturation amplitude 
is obtained from a semianalytic nonlinear h' analysis that uses DELSOL. The 
mode is assumed to saturate when the discontinuity in the radial derivative of 
the flux function, as measured in the presence of the associated magnetic 
island, vanishes: 

A'(w) = [(d*21/dr)r - (d^21/dr)r ]/</*21Crs) = 0 (3) 
+ 

where r+ = r s ± w/2, in . •xch w is the magnetic island width. In the linear 
theory <5W energy is proportional [1< ] to the linear .i'; thus, this assumption 
appears equivalent to assuming that the mode saturates when the nonlinear SW 
vanishes. Fully nonlinear simulations with the MASS and RSF codes are used to 
confirm the saturated island widths obtained from Eq. (3) with DELSOL and to 
verify that the saturation mechanism is a quasilinear one; for experimentally 
relevant q profiles, the results usually agree within 20%. 

Typical results obtained from this procedure are shown in Fig. 3. The 
maximum saturated island widths for these m = 2 tearing modes occur when the 
singular surface approaches but stays somewhat inside the wall at r = a. Since 
in determining the saturated island width we calculate the full radial structure 
of the tearing mode, as shown in Fig. 3b one can also compute the magnetic field 
that would be seen on a probe near the limiter. A direct comparison [6] of this 
theory with the Mirnov oscillations observed in ORMAK [24] is shown in Fig. 4. 
The electron temperature profiles used in these calculations are experimentally 
measured and are different for different q(a). Similarly favorable comparisons 
have also been made with data from T-4 [6]. We believe that this excellent 
qualitative and quantitative correlation between the nonlinear tearing mode 
theory and experimental data conclusively proves that Mirnov oscillations are 
simply nonlinearly saturated tearing modes of a single helicity-m/n = 2 here, 
but more generally any single mode with m/n ^ 1. 

An understanding of Mirnov oscillations is important because [26] their 
amplitude correlates with c.ie overall plasma confinement time t^ as shown in 
Fig. 4. In order to determine if simple ergodic effects are responsible for 
the variation in Tg, the magnetic field structure produced by the interaction 
of the 2/1 tearing mode with the 1/R falloff of the equilibrium magnetic fields 
has been studied numerically and analytically [7]. Although the field lines 
are found to be ergodic near the separatrix, the1 region of ergodicity is too 
small to appreciably affect the transport. In order to calculate the effect of 
the presence of th*; induced magnetic island on Tg, we have derived [27] plasma 
transport equations in the helical flux coordinates given in Eq. (1). To lowest 
order, the very rapid transport along field lines causes the plasma parameters 
to be only a function of ifi*. To next order, there are small plasma parameter 
variations within a given helical flux surface (cf. Fig. 1) due to the 
B_ x V^p,T) contributions to the mass and heat irlux. The latter effect leads to 
(negligible) Pfirsch-Schliiter-type contributions to transport fluxes. The 
dominant effect of the magnetic island is to change the metric elements in the 
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perpendicular heat diffusion operator in the vicinity of the island due to the 
change in topology. The boundary conditions imposed are temperature continuity 
and a jump condition in the heat flux from one side of the island to the other, 
given by the amount of heat diffusing out from the center of the island. Roughly 
speaking, the dominant effect on transport is to remove from the confinement 
region that area occupied by the magnetic island and thereby to reduce propor-
tionally the energy containment time in the plasma. For the idealized model of 
heat sources and electron heat conduction that are spatially constant, the plasma 
energy containment time is decreased by a factor of [1 - (w/a)(4r|/a3)]. For 
spatially varying heat sources and conduction coefficients, the multiplier of 
w/a can change by a factor of two or more. From Figs. 3 and 4 we see that since 
both rs/a and w/a increase significantly as q(a) decreases below 6, the falloff 
of t e with decreasing q(a) could be due to the transport short circuit effect of 
the Mimov oscillation-induced magnetic island. On the other hand, for q(a) > 6 
in QRMAK the islands shrink and move toward the center of the plasma, where their 
effect on tg becomes negligible. Thus, in the universal scaling curves of rg 
versus q(a) postulated by Mirnov [26], the falloff at low q(a) mi;jht be explained 
by the correlated bq (Mirnov) oscillations, but the gentle increase of Tg with 
decreasing q(a) at high q(a) is apparently not due to the effects of Mirnov 
oscillations. 

For hollow electron temperature profiles such as can be produced during the 
current initiation phase of tokamak discharges, or when there is too much ll 
impurity radiation from the plasma center, two singular surfaces of the sameV, 
helicity (e.g., 3/1) can occur within the plasma. Then, if tearing modes are 
unstable at both these surfaces, two sets of magnetic islands develop during the 
nonlinear evolution phase. The final sta^e is found [28] to be characterized by 
one of two possibilities: saturation—the two modes saturate quasilinearly 
separately or while intertwining in much the same manner as Mirnov oscillations; 
reconnection [3]—the two islands interact and the field lines reconnect into a 
new axisymmetric equilibrium for which the q profile is flat with q = m/n. 
We find numerically that the reconnection process occurs whenever = 
max Ci" > 0). The reconnection case is very similar to the evolution of m/n = 1 
modes into internal disruptions and is probably the mechanism behind the 
increased MHD activity occuring during current initiation [29] and with hollow 
electron temperature profiles, e.g., the m = 3 disruption in PLT [30]. The 
electron temperature profile should become flattened over the reconnection region, 
but because of the fact that good, if a bit contorted, flux surfaces exist 
throughout the reconnection process, one would expect a redistribution with no 
direct loss of the energy stored in the plasma. 

3.4 Interaction of 2/1 and 5/2 Modes (Major Disruptions) 

For q(r) profiles observed prior to major disruptions, the 3/2 tearing 
mode as well as the 2/1 mode is often strongly unstable in linear theory; then 
the single helicity model used to obtain Figs. 3 and 4 is not valid. Conse-
quently, we have investigated the hypothesis [8] that the major disruption in 
tokamaks is due to the interaction of tearing modes of incommensurate helicity. 
The essential results [8,12,31] from the two codes RS3 and RSF, as illustrated 
in Fig. 5a, are that on a rapid time scale the 2/1 mode destabilizes the other 
modes, particularly the 3/2 mode and those with helicities between 3/2 and 2/1. 
The corresponding deformations of the current density profile in the initial ftTj)» 
predisruption (t2), and disruption (t3) states indicated in Fig. 5a are shown in 
?ig. 5b. The magnetic field topologies corresponding to the times t2 and t3 in 
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Fig. 5 are those shown in Figs. 2a and 2b, respectively. Clearly, the ultimate 
effect of the nonlinear 2/1-3/2 coupling is a severe deformation of the current 
profile and the destruction of the magnetic flux surfaces over a sizeable portion 
of the plasma. If the radius of the 2/1 singular surface is large enough ini-
tially, the disrupted region can extend to the plasma limiter. The computer 
runs [12] are terminated shortly after destruction of the magnetic flux surfaces 
because of limitations in the present model: 1) the extreme nonlinearity, which 
cannot be adequately modeled by the finite number (typically 22 or 40) of modes 
being considered; and 2) the lack of a simultaneous calculation of the electron 
temperature profile, which would surely be flattened over the stochastic region 
at time t3 and lead to a corresponding flattening of the current profile. As a 
rough criterion, field line stochastization and hence a disruptive instability 
occur when two or more islands of incommensurate helicity are estimated initially 
to overlap, i.e., (W21 + W32V2 > 1*21 - *"32> where the island widths of the 2/1 
and 3/2 modes are determined from Eq. (3). 

To develop a model for the dynamics of a disruptive instability we examine 
[31] the mechanisms responsible for the explosive growth of all but the basic 
2/1 mode after time t2 in Fig. 5a. First, we note that before t2 the 2/1 and 
3/2 islands are growing roughly linearly with time, in agreement with previous 
theory [4] for this high S regime. After time t2> the quasilinear effect of the 
2/1 mode on the q profile is found [12,31] to destabilize the 3/2 and 5/3 modes, 
but not nearly as greatly or rapidly as is observed in Fig. 5a. Thus an analytic 
mode coupling model [31] has been developed for the nonlinear interaction in the 
low S regime where the tearing width exceeds the island width. The phenomenologi-
cal model shows that the decrease in the growth rate of the 2/1 mode after time t2 
in Fig. 5a is due to the modification of the equilibrium by the 2/1 mode itself. 
The 1/1 and 5/3 modes are essentially driven by the 2/1 and 3/2 modes. Then, in 
turn, the 5/3 and 1/1 modes couple with the 2/1 mode to further destabilize the 
3/2 mode. Scaling laws developed [31] for the maximum growth rate and time of 
its occurrence for the various modes in Fig. 5a were found to agree with computer 
runs for 3 x 10u < S <, 106, i.e., into the high S regime [4] as well. Apparently, 
the usual resistive flow effects that reduce the mode growth from exponential to 
linear [4] are not operative in this explosive growth phase because the magnetic 
flux surfaces are being destroyed. Since the explosive growth of the 3/2 mode 
is what causes the onset of stochasticity in the magnetic field lines, we pro-
pose that the time scale for a major disruption r is this growth time, which is 
found from the model [31] to be roughly '.he linear growth time of the 2/1 tearing 
mode, y~j-. 

Three key features of this model of major disruptions correlate well with 
tokamak experimental results. First, the disruptions observed in Alcator, LT-3, 
PLT, and T-4 are asymmetrical in the poloidal plane, which means that modes odd 
in m, such as the 3/2 and 1/1 modes, are excited during the disruption process. 
Second, since the current density profile broadens significantly during the dis-
ruption, the internal inductance decreases and, as observed experimentally, there 
should be a large negative voltage spike. Thirdly and more quantitatively, as 
shown in Fig. 6, the experimentally observed time scale for major disruptions 
does correlate reasonably well with the theoretical estimate r ^ y~| ^ 

Because major disruptions can have disastrous effects on the plasma, one 
would like to avoid them. From the model presented above, we see that the key 
element in avoiding them is to prevent the 2/1-3/2 island overlap interaction. 
Since the 2/1 mode is centered at a larger and hence more accessible radius and 
since it sometimes has a slower growth phase, the most direct way to control 
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disruptions is by feedback control of the 2/1 mode amplitude in such a way that 
the 5/2 mode is not destabilised. This can be accomplished either by a direct 
feedback stabilization of the mode or by localized heating to modify the current 
profile (cf. Fig. 5a"). The feasibility of both methods has been confirmed with 
detailed computations. In the feedback calculations it is critical to have both 
a very short (compared to Y^j) timc delay and response time of the feedback system, 
in order to prevent the growth of the regular 2/1 mode or its near mirror image, 
for which the sign of the 2/1 Fourier mode is reversed over most of the plasma. 

4. MICROINSTABILITIES AND THEIR EFFECTS 

As shown explicitly by the analysis of electron temperature perturbations 
induced by internal disruptions, the macroscopic tearing modes discussed in the 
preceding section do not seem to have any direct effect on the microscopic trans-
port processes. Most calculations of anomalous transport are based on electro-
static di'ift wave turbulence. In parallel with the preceding discussion of the 
magnetic perturbation effects arising from macroscopic tearing modes, we discuss 
the alternative (and we believe more probable) hypothesis [32] that the typically 
small magnetic component of microinstabilities due to finite B is the dominant 
mechanism which, through magnetic topology effects, causes anomalous transport 
in tokamaks. 

4.1 Finite g Microinstabilities in Tokamaks 

Both electrostatic drift waves and shear-Alfven modes can be unstable in a 
collisionless plasma in the local approximation. However, in a tokamak the 
sheared magnetic field invalidates the local approximation and one must solve a 
radial eigenmode problem in order to determine the stability of the modes. Very 
accurate computer codes have been developed [33] at ORNL to solve the relevant 
equations [34]. Using these codes it has been shown that, in contrast to previ-
ous work [35], electrostatic collisionless drift modes are stable for all 
reasonable magnetic shear levels [36]. It has recently been shown [37] that 
finite (3 effects generally have a further stabilizing influence on these drift 
modes. In addition, we have found [37] a collisionless shear-Alfvdn mode; this 
mode is also damped, but with a damping decrement that generally decreases as g 
increases. Nonetheless, at least for present models [34], whose validity is 
being reexamined in more detail, both modes can become unstable when trapped 
electron effects are added [37], The magnetic component of both the drift -
and shear-Alfven microinstabilities provides a natural vehicle for microscopic 
magnetic turbulence in tokamaks. 

4.2 Anomalous Transport Due to Magnetic Microturbulence 

At very low amplitudes microscopic magnetic perturbations produce nonover-
lapping magnetic islands in the same way that the macroscopic modes do [cf. Eq. 
(1) and Figs. 1,2a]. At this low level, if there is some extrinsic mechanism 
that determines the growth and decay rate y for the microinstabilities, the 
electron heat conduction coefficient induced by the birth and death of micro-
scopic magnetic islands is estimated "quasilinearly" to be [32] x™ ^ (3/16)(Y + 
v)w , where v is the collision frequency. By analogy with the nonlinear evolu-
tion of the macroscopic modes discussed above, we expect the most significant 
transport to occur when two islands begin to overlap and thereby destroy the 
magnetic flux surfaces locally. While the induced transport has not been calcu-
lated in detail for this case, it is presumably similar in form to the 
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quasilinear result [32] with the island width replaced by the initial island 
separation. If the drift wave-induced magnetic perturbations can continue to 
grow in the presence of stochastic l'ield lines, they could produce totally 
orgodic field lines over the entire plasma cross section. Then the radial 
electron heat transport can be computed by a statistical process [58]. With 
irregular field line and/or island topologies, electrons try to diffuse radially 
more rapidly than the ions; however, a radial potential builds up [321 to con-
fine electrostatically all but runaway electrons and thereby keep the particle 
diffusion ambipolar. Tlius, the generic consequences [32] of "magnetic flutter" 
models of anomalous transport are that: 1) the runaway electron containment 
time should be comparable to the overall electron energy containment time; 
2") electron temperature fluctuations should be larger than density fluctuations; 
and 3) radial electron heat conduction should be the dominant nonradiative loss 
process. All three of these generic consequences are observed in tokamak 
experiments. Thus, while there docs not yet exist a complete theory that 
correctly predicts the scaling and magnitude of the anomalous electron heat 
conduction coefficient, the magnetic flutter models are an encouraging avenue 
to follow to resolve this major enigma of transport in tokamaks. 

5. SUMMARY—PLASMA DISCHARGE MODEL FOR TOKAMAKS 

As we have shown, most of the experimentally observable macroscopic 
behavior of tokamak discharges can be correlated with the nonlinear effects of 
low mode number tearing modes on magnetic topology and plasma transport. Based 
on our model we see that during the current initiation phase, skin currents are 
relaxed by the nonlinear evolution of the islands induced by a double tearing 
mode which, given the right conditions, flattens the current profile all the way 
to the plasma center [28,29] but does not destroy confinement. Thereafter as 
the plasma comes into quasi-equilibrium at the desired current level, many 
things can happen. If, through the evolution of transport processes determining 
the q profile, q at the center drops below unity, m/n = 1 tearing modes grow at 
the q = 1 surface and cause an internal disruption [16] that flattens the elec-
tron temperature profile out to a radius rg ^ ^ r ^ As long as Tq is small 
compared to the limiter radius, internal disruptions do not have any externally 
observable effect on the plasma energy confinement time xg. Often the q 
profile is such that an m/n = 2/1 tearing mode is unstable and it grows to a 
saturated state where it is observed experimentally as a Mirnov oscillation [25]. 
The induced magnetic islands are typically small (cf. Figs. 3,4) and although they 
provide a transport short circuit over the region they inhabit (cf. Fig. 1), their 
effect on Tg is small (cf. Fig. 4) except at low q(a), where their width and 
radial location are large. Then, they can lead to a deterioration of xg by up to 
a factor of two, in agreement with the low q(a) portion of the Mirnoi universal 
scaling curve for xg [26]. For discharges which obtain a hollow temperature 
profile, presumably through excessive radiation from impurities at the center, a 
double tearing mode can occur and cause the central q and temperature profiles 
to flatten in much the same way as occurs in the internal disruption. Finally, 
the disruptive instability can occur if by virtue of internal disruptions of a 
single or double tearing mode type and/or transport processes, the q profile 
admits tearing modes of incommensurate helicity (in particular, 2/1 and 3/2) that 
are strongly unstable in linear theory. The linearly unstable modes of different 
helicity are found to grow to an explosive mode coupling stage (cf. Fig. 5) 
where the magnetic flux surfaces are destroyed over a significant region of the 
plasma (cf. Fig. 2). This stochastic magnetic field region can encompass the 
plasma limiter and undoubtedly leads to a drastic reduction in plasma confinement. 
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When the e f f e c t s o f a l l these macroscopic phenomena have been m i n i m i s e d , t h e r e 
s t i l l remains anomalous t r a n s p o r t , which a p p a r e n t l y must be m i c r o s c o p i c i n o r i g i n . 
!;ie magnet ic p e r t u r b a t i o n e f f e c t s o f f i n i t e 6 d r i f t - s h e a r - A l f v d n waves w i t h 
t rapped p a r t i c l e e f f e c t s i n c l u d e d p r o v i d e a n a t u r a l v e h i c l e f o r "magne t i c f l u t t e r " 
models o f anomalous t r a n s p o r t . The l a t t e r models, a l t h o u g h encourag ing i n t h e i r 
gene r i c c o r r e l a t i o n w i t h expe r imen ta l i c s u l t s , have no t y e t y i e l d e d an e x p l a n a t i o n 
f o r t h e anomalous t r a n s p o r t . 
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Table I. Tearing Mode Computer Codes currently in Use at ORNL 
GEOMETRY/DXMENSIONS NUMERICAL 

NAME CHARACTERISTICS (HELICIT I tS) TECHNIQUE CALCULATES COWnWTS 

LINEAL Linear Initial 
value code 

Cylindrical/1 
(single) 

Finite difference 
in r 

^(r.t) Uaed in profile 
explorations 

DELSOL [5] Linear boundary 
condition code 

Cylindrical/1 
(single! 

Finite difference 
in r 

A' and V an Incorporated into OaX 
Ridge transport code 

MASS 114] Nonlinear initial 
value code 

Cylindrical/2 
(single) 

Finite difference 
in r, n 

T Efficiency low coopered 

with RSF, which effec-

tively supercedes both 

these codes 

RS3 I12J Nonlinear initial 
value code 

Cylindrieal/3 
(multiple) 

Finite difference 
in r, 6, C 

* 

Efficiency low coopered 

with RSF, which effec-

tively supercedes both 

these codes 

RSF [151 Nonlinear initial 
value code 

Cylindrical/3 
(multiple) 

Finite difference 
in r, Fourier 
transform in 9, C 

T. <n) Feedback stabilization 
incorporated. (Diaaagnetic 
effects being Included.) 

BS3T Nonlinear Initial 
value code 

Toroidal/3 
(multiple) 

Finite difference 
in r, 9, r. 

Under development 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1. Helical flux function (a) and flux surfaces (b) at a z = constant 
plane in the presence of an m/n = 2/1 helical perturbation in the 
periodic cylinder approximation. For this particular case (B-2 of 
Ref. [6], q(a) = 4.0 in Fig. 4), the singular radius r s = 0.68a and 
the island width W2j = 0.17a. 

Fig. 2. Illustration of the change i"i the magnetic field topology as the 
stochasticity parameter [7] s(= island width divided by distance 
between singular surfaces) increases from 0.88 (a) to 1.15 (b) . In 
the initial case (a) there are prominent m/n = 2/1 and 5/2 magnetic 
islands and some very small 5/3 islands. In the final (stochastic) 
case (b) the motion of a single magnetic field line is shown to 
encompass ergodically a region that is only slightly greater than the 
region encompassed by the islands projected from the various helical 
harmonic components of the flux function, indicated by the weak 
dashed lines. 

Fig. 3. Nonlinear saturation levels of (a) the island width w, and (b) the 
magnetic fluctuation level on an external probe (Bq/Bq) for m/n = 2/1 
tearing modes as a function of the safety factor at the limiter q(a). 
Results are shown for three experimentally relevant models of the 
current pi'ofile specified through q(r) = q(0) [l + ( r / r g ) ^ . 
As q(a) changes, r Q is varied to keep q(0) = 1. 

Fig. 4. Comparison of the theoretically predicted and experimentally measured 
external magnetic perturbations due to Mirnov oscillations for a 
sequence of ORMAK discharges with different q(a). Also shown is the 
variation of the energy containment time x E for this sequence [24] . 

Fig. 5. Growth of magnetic island widths (a) and corresponding deformation of 
the current density profile (b) for a case where initially both the 
2/1 and 5/2 tearing modes are unstable. For this case modeling a 
PLT disruption [30], S = 105 and q(r) = q(0) jl + (r/r0)2X|1/X with 
q(0) = 1.34, ro = 0.56, and A = 3.24, which corresponds to the 
measured electron temperature profile. 

Fig. 6. Comparison of the theoretical estimate r ̂  -ŷ i with the experimentally 
observed disruption time T[) for various tokamaks [31]. The propor-
tionality constant in the theory is normalized to yield exact agree-
ment with the PI.T point. 
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